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Abstrat

The eonomi risis triggered by COVID-19 is ausing a world-wide massive eonomi downturn,

and what is likely to be the deepest GDP ontration for Latin Ameria sine the beginning of

the XX

th
entury. The main questions we address are: how many people have fallen below the

poverty line sine the pandemi began? To what extent have the measures implemented by the

government neutralized these negative e�ets? How many additional resoures are needed to

maintain the poverty rate at pre-risis levels? We mirosimulate the short-run e�et of the risis

on poverty rates for the Uruguayan ase based on household survey data, publily available infor-

mation on both ash-transfers and the inrease in unemployed formal wage-earners applying for

unemployment bene�ts, as well as maro-eonomi estimates of the likely GDP ontration. By

ombining these data soures, we are able to estimate the e�et of the risis on formal, informal

and self-employed workers, while providing full miro-maro onsisteny to our results. We �nd

that during the �rst full month of the lok-down, the poverty rate reahes 11.7%, an inrease of

over 36%. Moreover, new ash transfers implemented by the government have a positive but very

limited e�et in mitigating this poverty spike. We estimate that most of this inrease in poverty

ould be neutralized with ash-transfers worth less than 0.5% of Uruguay's annual GDP. The

key ontribution of the paper is to bridge a gap in the literature, ombining approahes based

on the feasibility of working from home or in lose proximity with others, with methods based

on maro-eonomi estimates of the e�ets of the pandemi. Moreover, we propose a method to

solve the issue of how to quantify the shok on informal and self-employed workers, partiularly

relevant in developing ountries where soial seurity overage is low.
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1 Introdution

The spread of COVID-19 and the measures that have proven to be more e�etive to prevent

it, entail deep and far-reahing eonomi onsequenes. Negative external shoks through

retration of trade, tourism and apital together with soial distaning measures a�et eonomi

ativities through a variety of hannels, and the duration of the downturn will probably exeed

the time span of the sanitary risis (Boissay and Rungharoenkitkul, 2020; Baker et al., 2020;

MKibbin and Fernando, 2020). In this ontext, Latin Ameria faes yet another risis, whih

is likely to be the deepest eonomi ontration in the XX

th
entury (ECLAC, 2020b).

One of the most visible e�ets of the COVID-19 risis is the rapid inrease in poverty,

whih many early studies are estimating through di�erent approahes. Sumner et al. (2020)

estimate that the number of people living in poverty ould inrease by 420�580 million world-

wide. For Latin Ameria, ECLAC

1

estimates an inrease in poverty rates of up to 4.4 perentage

points, whih means over 28 million additional people under the poverty line (ECLAC, 2020).

Moreover, Ruiz Estrada (2020) visually shows how quarantines an generate, among other neg-

ative e�ets, an expansion of poverty from a multidimensional perspetive. Martin et al. (2020)

use a theoretial model and predit a temporal inrease in poverty for the San Franiso Bay

Area from 17.1% to 25.9%. For the ase of Asia, Nizamani and Waheed (2020) identify vul-

nerable jobs depending on the probability of working from home and onlude that only 18.5

perent of the working population an do so in Pakistan, while Suryahadi et al. (2020) estimate

an inrease in poverty rates from 9.2% to 9.7% by the end of 2020 for Indonesia. Finally,

Bonavida Foshiatti and Gasparini (2020) use miro-simulations together with estimations of

the probability of being able to work from home and alulate a 4 perentage point inrease in

poverty rates for Argentina, even after aounting for ash-transfers.

In this artile we quantify the e�et on poverty of the ontration in employment and

inome stemming from the e�ets of COVID-19 in general an of a lok-down in partiular, for

the ase of Uruguay in April 2020. The main questions we seek to answer are: how many

1

The United Nations' Eonomi Commission for Latin Ameria and the Caribbean.
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people have fallen below the poverty line sine the pandemi began? To what extent have

the measures implemented by the government neutralized these negative e�ets? How many

additional resoures are needed to maintain the poverty rate at pre-risis levels? To answer

them, we perform mirosimulations based on a Household Survey and three major inputs: (i)

o�ial data on around 140,000 laid o� formal workers that applied for unemployment bene�ts

(over 5% of adult population and more than 10% of all formal workers); (ii) an estimated

loss in employment and inome levels for informal and self-employed workers, onsistent with

the expeted ontration of the eonomy; (iii) the main ountervailing ash-transfers measures

deployed by the government. We simulated a wide range of alternative senarios, varying the

ontration in eonomi ativity and the patterns of distribution of the negative shok among

workers and setors of ativity, yielding very similar results.

The key ontribution of the paper is to ombine the approah based on the feasibility

of working from home or in lose proximity with others, with estimates of the shok for the

informal and self-employed setors anhored in maro-eonomi estimates of the e�ets of the

pandemi, leading to a miro-simulated set of senarios that bridge a gap in the literature. In

partiular, we propose a spei� methodology to solve the issue of how to assess the e�et of

the shok on informal and self-employed workers, with is of utmost importane in developing

ountries where soial seurity overage tends to be low.

Uruguay is a small South Amerian ountry loated between Brazil and Argentina, with

roughly 3.5 million inhabitants. After deades of repeated eonomi rises, it experiened

the longest period of uninterrupted growth in its history sine 2004, with rates of over 5%

until 2015 and signi�antly lower but still positive sine then, reahing a per-apita inome

of around USD 22.000 in PPP (around half of the OECD average).

2

This rapid eonomi

growth, oupled with a wide range of redistributive poliies (Buheli et al., 2013; Amarante

et al., 2014), resulted in a steep derease in poverty from 32.5% in 2006 to 8.8% in 2019 (INE,

2020). Despite the major progress in poverty redution, and the signi�ant derease in inome

inequality in reent years, the ombination of relatively low per-apita GDP and high inome

2

See https://data.worldbank.org
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onentration implies a large number of individuals with very modest earnings and vulnerable

to negative eonomi shoks.

3

Although the onsensus in the literature is that poverty is a

multidimensional soial phenomenon (Sen, 1993; Ravallion, 2011), inome-based poverty an

experiene signi�ant hanges in the short run, whih may have longer term onsequenes in the

presene of poverty traps, whih has proven to be the ase in past rises both in Uruguay and

elsewhere (Arim et al., 2013; Banerjee et al., 2019). Thus, from a multidimensional perspetive,

di�erent studies estimate that around 40% of the Uruguayan population is still vulnerable to

adverse eonomi shoks in 2020 (Colafraneshi et al., 2018; Failahe et al., 2016). Aording

to all available estimates (IMF, 2020; ECLAC, 2020b; World Bank, 2020), the COVID-19

eonomi risis will be harder and deeper than any shok that ould have been antiipated only

a few months ago. In this ontext, this paper �nds three main results.

First, poverty inreases very rapidly. In our entral senario, based on a 3.5% drop in

GDP,

4

the poverty rate (after aounting for the new ash-transfer programs) inreases by 3.2

perentage points and lies between 11.4% and 12.5% depending on the senario. This represents

between 99,000 and 138,000 additional individuals below the poverty line, an inrease of around

36.7% with respet to pre-pandemi levels. In a sensitivity analysis we �nd that eah additional

0.1% ontration in GDP inreases our estimate of the poverty rate by about 0.21 perentage

points.

Seond, the new ash-transfers implemented by the government as a result of the risis

slightly moderate the inrease in poverty, but are insu�ient to neutralize it. We fous on the

three main new measures announed and deployed sine the pandemi arrived to the ountry:

(i) a 50% inrease in ash transfers orresponding to the Tarjeta Uruguay Soial program

(TUS in spanish), whih targets highly vulnerable households; (ii) a 50% inrease in ash

transfers orresponding to a wider-sope hild-transfers program (Asignaiones Familiares-Plan

3

Survey-based household per-apita inome inequality Gini index experimented an impressive redution of

0.07 points from 2008 to 2013. Nevertheless, tax-reords based estimations indiate that there is still very high

inome onentration, with a top 1% share of over 15% (higher inome than the entire bottom 50% ombined)

(Burdin et al., 2020)

4

This estimate lies between the -3% ontration estimated in IMF (2020) and the -4% one estimated in

ECLAC (2020b). Later on in the doument, we test the sensitivity of the results to the hosen GDP shok.
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de Equidad, AFAM-PE by its aronym in spanish), limited to household not reipients of

TUS

5

; (iii) the distribution of a food basket worth 1,200 Uruguayan Pesos (about 27 USD) to

informal workers not overed by other programs.

6

These measures entail an additional transfer,

on average, of 1,622 Uruguayan Pesos (about 37 USD) per reipient household (around 400

Uruguayan Pesos per person, about 9 USD). This represents approximately 4% of the inome

of the bene�iary households. As a result, we estimate that these three poliies mitigate the

inrease in poverty by around 20%.

7

Third, the inrease in poverty is largely avoidable. Although the medium and long-term

e�ets of the pandemi on poverty, inequality, well-being and development are still unertain

and will require a wide range of poliies, the inrease in short-term poverty in Uruguay an be

neutralized through (modest) additional ash transfers. In partiular, the amounts of resoures

that we estimate are needed to keep all a�eted households above the poverty line are well

within existing budget restritions. Conretely, we estimate that maintaining poverty at 2019

levels would require additional transfers of about 22.6 million USD per month. The yearly

ost of this poliy represents about 0.44% of Uruguay's 2019 GDP. Although this estimation

hinges on various assumptions, it does suggest orders of magnitude that indiate that a better

response to the hallenges imposed by the risis is within the sope of publi poliies.

8

The paper makes a number of ontributions to the literature. First, it adds empirial

evidene to the growing literature on potential impats of the pandemi on poverty, of great

importane in the ase of developing ountries. Moreover, even though the stati-mehani

mirosimulations approah presents a number of drawbaks, it allows for a relatively preise es-

timation of the short-run e�ets of the risis on important eonomi dimensions suh as poverty

5

Both 50% inreases were announed as a doubling of the transfer (100% inrease), for one time only, but

in two monthly installments, whih means in pratie a 50% inrease in April.

6

Initially the government announed the delivery of a physial basket of goods, but later on transformed

the initiative into ash transfers worth 1,200 Uruguayan Pesos.

7

In the absene of the poliies, an additional 26,000 people would have fallen below the poverty line, reahing

a poverty rate of 12.4%.

8

Note that in April and May several agenies on�rmed the investment grade quali�ation for Uruguay. The

Ministry of Eonomis and Finane reported in May that there were about 1.800 million United States Dollars

(USD) of ontingent redit lines with multilateral redit institutions yet to be used (Ministerio de Eonomía y

Finanzas , 2020); and the government has been working to expand aess to redit.
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(Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2006). By estimating poverty on April, we aim to apture the real

time inidene of the risis on poverty, i.e. a very short run e�et, in whih behavioral hanges

or general equilibrium e�ets are unlikely to happen. Moreover and as a key ontribution,

we anhor miro-eonomi inome e�ets on estimations of the maro-eonomi shok, hene

providing full onsisteny with other key dimensions of the risis. This approah is of utmost

importane for other developing ountries that also fae di�ulties in estimating the e�et of

the pandemi on informal or self-employed workers, whih onstitute a large fration of the

workfore.

9

Moreover, we not only ontribute to both the understanding of how the maroeo-

nomi and COVID-19 risis translates into household inomes, but also ontribute with a real

time evaluation of the short-run atual poliy responses by the government, and quantify the

resoures needed to neutralize the negative shok, evaluating spei� alternative proposals that

would improve the situation at low ost. Finally, and as the future is unertain, in the event

of a senario of entry and exit of soial and physial distaning measures akin to an `on/o�'

strategy, this paper ontributes with estimates of poverty in an `o�' situation.

The paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 presents a basi ontext of Uruguay and

a hronology of the pandemi, and Setion 3 introdues the data and variable onstrution

and explains the methodology in general. Setion 4 desribes in greater detail the simulation

tehniques and assumptions. Setion 5 presents results and Setion 6 onludes.

2 Context and hronology of the pandemi in Uruguay

Figure 1 presents poverty estimates, depiting a substantial derease in the last �fteen years.

This results from high eonomi growth (espeially in the �rst half) and a wide range of ash

transfers and other redistributive poliies implemented by a enter-left government (Amarante

et al., 2014).

10

The ash-transfers system has four main omponents: (i) a large hild allowane

9

In partiular, our proposed method to impute an e�et on informal and self-employed workers, anhored in

maro-eonomi estimates, is one of the di�erentiating features of our paper with respet to Bonavida Foshiatti

and Gasparini (2020).

10

The enter-left party (Frente Amplio in spanish) took o�e in 2005 for the �rst time in the ountry's

history, won the two following eletions, and lost to a enter-right oalition in 2019. The new government took

7



program, AFAM-PE, whih provides transfers to around 40% of those under 18 years old,

regardless of parent's job status; (ii) a smaller hild allowane program to formal workers

exlusively (reahing 14% of all hildren); (iii) an additional ash transfer sheme targeting the

poorest 10% of households (TUS); (iv) tax dedutions for diret inome taxation for households

with hildren. The four programs ombined have a ost of around 0.5% of GDP and redue

poverty by 1.66 perentage points (OPP, 2018). Poverty rates have been stable around 8%

for sine 2015, but the dereasing growth rates depited in Figure 1, oupled with inreasing

unemployment rates whih reahed the 10% threshold in February 2020, and a �sal de�it

nearing 5% of GDP were already aumulating pressure on maroeonomi equilibriums and

on poverty prior to COVID-19's arrival.

Figure 1: Poverty rate (individuals) and GDP growth, 2006-2019
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Note. O�ial poverty series by the National Statistis Institute (INE,

2020) and GDP from World Bank and Uruguayan Central Bank (for 2019).

Uruguay held eletions in 2019 and a new (enter-right) government took o�e on the

1st of Marh. Hene the monitoring of the situation in China and Europe in the weeks prior to

the arrival of COVID-19 was split between two administrations, and the �rst weeks of Marh

o�e on Marh 1

st
2020, as depited in 2.
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were still being devoted to the transition. Figure 2 presents the hronology of the main events.

The pandemi o�ially arrived to Uruguay on Marh 13 with the detetion of 4 ases

(from Europe). In spite of the ongoing transition, the detetion of the �rst four ases triggered

a response by the government, followed by subsequent sanitary and eonomi measures. These

measures have proven to be suessful in ontaining the spread of COVID-19; the evolution of

the aumulated total number of on�rmed ases and total number of aumulated deaths is

presented in Figure A.1 in the Appendix.

Figure 2: Chronology of main events, during 2020

March, 1 March, 15 April, 1 April, 15 April, 30

Lok-down

01/03

New government

takes o�e

13/03

Delaration of

health emergeny

14/03

Suspension of all

eduational ativities

20/03

Flights suspension

24/03

Announement of additional

ash transfers

Additional ash

transfers paid

100.000 food baskets delivered

Mirosimulation analysis

Note. Own elaboration based on press reports.

In the ontext of the lok-down, the government announed on Marh 24 a transitory

expansion of ash transfer programs and the launh of a new program, whih are desribed

in subsetion 3.1.4, and were exeuted in April. A number of additional measures to suh

as soft redits for small businesses, reations of transitory shelters for homeless individuals

were announed in several press onferenes during the seond half of Marh. However, overall

publi spending as a response to the risis has has been relatively modest in international and

9



espeially regional omparison.

11

3 Data and methodology

3.1 Data and variable onstrution

3.1.1 Household survey

The main data soure for our study is the Uruguayan Household Survey (Enuesta Continua de

Hogares, ECH in spanish), arried out by the National Statistis Institute (INE in spanish) on a

weekly basis throughout the year, that is nationally representative of all Uruguayan households.

After-tax inome information is gathered for eah household member aged 14 years or older.

This inludes all soures of inome (e.g. labor inome), of all types (ash and in-kind), and for all

earners (self-employed, business owners, pensioners, et.). The survey also ollets information

on tasks and ativity for eah oupation of every employed individual, and whether she works in

the formal or informal setor.

12

All information is separately reorded for the main oupation

and others if it is the ase.

13

Transfers (mainly from the government) are separately registered

for eah individual and inlude: ash transfers, in-kind transfers, pensions, unemployment

bene�ts and other non-ontributory bene�ts.

We use the most reent mirodata available (2019), and update all monetary values to

Marh 2020 using the Consumer Prie Index omputed by INE. We exlude business owners

from the analysis, as we onsider that these are the least likely to be `�red' due to the pandemi.

Also, due to the funtioning of the soial seurity system, they are not entitled to unemployed

bene�ts. Business owners are de�ned by INE as individuals who run or exploit their own

business and employ one or more paid workers. These individuals are �rm owners, who may or

may not atually work in their �rms and are entitled to bene�ts, dividends, et; and represent

11

See Inter-Amerian Development Bank blog: https://blogs.iadb.org/gestion-�sal/es/politia-y-gestion

-�sal-durante-la-pandemia-y-la-post-pandemia-en-ameria-latina-y-el-aribe/.

12

Tasks oded by the International Standard Classi�ation of Oupations 08 (ISCO-08), four digits;

�rm/ativity oded by the International Standard Industrial Classi�ation (ISIC Rev. 4), four digits.

13

90.7% of all employed individuals has only one job.

10

 https://blogs.iadb.org/gestion-fiscal/es/politica-y-gestion-fiscal-durante-la-pandemia-y-la-post-pandemia-en-america-latina-y-el-caribe/


3.7% of all employed individuals. There is an important distintion between business owners

and self-employed workers. The latter are de�ned by INE as individuals who do not depend on

a business owner to exploit or run their own eonomi ativity, and do not employ paid workers

(though they may be assisted by unwaged family members). INE distinguishes between the

self-employed with some type of apital or investment needed to arry with their ativities

(e.g. a loksmith, a family-run small shop) and those without (e.g. a shoe shiner). These

two ategories represent 21.2% and 2.5% of all employed individuals. Additionally, we exlude

publi setor workers, as they are not at risk of being �red due to the pandemi, sine the

institutional setting of Uruguay makes it extremely hard to atually �re a publi worker even

if desired, involving a proess that takes months and may even have to go through Congress.

Thus, we fous on private setor workers, workers in ooperative �rms, and the self-employed,

and onsider labor earnings from the main oupation.

14

3.1.2 O*NET dataset

O*NET refers to the US Department of Labor's Oupational Information Network surveys,

whih ask workers about their `work ontext' and `generalized work ativities'. Dingel and

Neiman (2020) use two waves of the survey to onstrut a variable (workhome) measuring the

feasibility of working from home for a wide variety of oupations (on a 1 to 5 sale).

15

. We

also draw from Mongey and Weinberg (2020), who use the same O*NET surveys to onstrut

a variable (prox ) measuring, for eah oupation, the implied proximity to other individuals

in the workplae (on a 1 to 5 sale). These two variables are onstruted using the Standard

Oupational Classi�ation (SOC) at �ne levels (5 and 6 digits), while the ECH uses ISCO-8

odes at 4 digits. We follow Guntin (2020) and take the normalized value of eah variable

(workhome and prox ) and ompute the mean for eah SOC ode, and then aggregate them at

14

92.2% of non-publi and non-business owners has only one oupation.

15

To do so, the authors hek whether an oupation requires, for instane, `work outdoors' or `operating

vehiles, mehanized devies, or equipment', whih implies that this oupation annot be performed from

home. They ross-hek their lassi�ation with others used in the literature, showing general onsisteny and

robustness

11



the ISCO-08 level taking a simple average.

16

We end up with two variables on a 1 to 5 sale

measuring an Uruguayan worker's ability to perform her work from home or without proximity

to others. These variables are the basis for the eonometri model used later on to predit the

probability of being a�eted by the pandemi.

3.1.3 Complementary data soures

To estimate the full e�et of the risis we need information on the number and harateristis

of the a�eted workers. Our �rst soure is publily available information on the number of

formal workers that applied for unemployment bene�ts between Marh 1 and April 19 (143,944

individuals).

Note that there are three di�erent unemployment bene�ts shemes in operation in Uruguay

at this point: (i) `pure layo�', in whih the worker is �red, reeives dereasing bene�ts for a

six months and the link with the �rm is broken; (ii) `suspension', in whih the worker is `sus-

pended', reeives unemployment bene�ts for one month but then (potentially) an return to

work for the �rm (or an be properly laid o�); (iii) `redution', in whih the worker redues

the amount of hours worked in a month (e.g. from 40 to 20 a week), and reeives government

ompensation for the fall in worked hours (maintaining the link with the �rm). We will refer

to these three types as `full layo�', `suspension' and `redution'.

17

We reonstrut the number of formal workers that applied for unemployment bene�ts

aross unemployment shemes and setors of ativity. We reonstrut this number as the o�-

ial number of appliations for unemployment bene�ts and its distribution aross setors has

not been o�ially published by the Soial Seurity Ageny (Bano de Previsión Soial, BPS in

spanish).

18

Part of this information was shared with the press by the workers' representatives

16

We kindly thank Rafael Guntín for sharing his ode, whih we used to generate these variables Uruguay.

Note that Guntin (2020) harmonizes SOC to ISCO-08 odes using the work of Hardy et al. (2018), based on

Aemoglu and Autor (2011). Also, Guntin (2020) is not the �rst paper to lassify oupations aording to the

apaity of working from home or with no proximity to others. The author reviews the literature and mentions

that Kaplan et al. (2020), Leibovii et al. (2020), Dingel and Neiman (2020), and Mongey and Weinberg (2020)

do so for the United States. Gottlieb et al. (2020) and Dingel and Neiman (2020) do so for variety of ountries.

For Uruguay, Caporale et al. (2020) onstitute and important preedent.

17

Note that the government later announed extended duration of `suspension' and `redution' shemes.

18

Information that has been requested by several organizations under freedom of information regulations.
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in BPS's board, in several opportunities. We then take the total number of formal workers

that were laid o�, suspended of redued, and applied for unemployment bene�ts. We om-

bine information published on Marh 1st by the newspaper El Observador

19

, on April 7 by

the newspaper La Diaria

20

, and published on April 22 on a radio (Radio Universal) website.

21

These soures allow us to estimate the total number of formal workers that applied for unem-

ployment bene�ts (by sheme) from Marh 1st up to April 19th (143,944). We distribute them

aross eleven ativity setors (ISIC 2 digits) based on information reported on Marh 1st in

El Observador, whih inludes the distribution of appliations by unemployment sheme and

ISIC. Our reonstrution exerise yields the number of formal workers applying to bene�ts by

unemployment sheme and industry, and is reported in Table A.1 in the Appendix.

We make two assumptions in working with this data. First, as we simulate the situation in

April, we assume that all the workers that beame unemployed in Marh, remain unemployed

in April. Seond, we work with appliations to unemployment bene�ts, up to the date in

whih we started to work on this paper (19th of April). We are aware that a fration of

those appliations may be rejeted, and hene the true number of formal workers olleting

unemployment bene�ts may be lower (whih implies that our poverty estimates are a lower

bound, as we impute a nonexistent unemployment bene�t). Still, the government made very

lear that given the nature of the risis it would make an e�ort to streamline the appliation

proess and be broad an lenient, so we antiipate low rejetion rates. Moreover, in May 8 the

newspaper La Repúblia

22

reported a total of 176.159 appliations for unemployment bene�ts

for the whole of Marh and April. Then, our estimated number of a�eted formal workers

that e�etively reeive unemployment bene�ts (143,944) is onsistent with an aeptane rate

of 81.7% of appliations reeived in Marh and April. In fat, a BPS authority reported in

19

See https://www.elobservador.om.uy/nota/maldonado-lidera-en-soliitudes-de-subsidio-por-desempleo

-mira-el-resto-del-pais�202033017320

20

See https://trabajo.ladiaria.om.uy/artiulo/2020/4/asi-40000-soliitudes-de-seguro-de-paro-la-primera

-semana-de-abril/

21

See https://970universal.om/2020/04/22/bano-de-prevision-soial-reibio-57-900-soliitudes-por

-subsidio-por-desempleo/.

22

See https://www.republia.om.uy/176-159-trabajadores-fueron-enviados-al-seguro-de-desempleo-id764699/
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an interview on May 18 in La Diaria

23

an aeptane rate of 99.5% for the three shemes for

the whole month of Marh. This implies that our estimates are, again, a lower bound.

24

The

estimation of the number of informal and self-employed workers a�eted by the pandemi and

the loss of inome assoiated, is detailed in setion 4.2.

3.1.4 COVID-related transfers poliies

Upon the �rst ase of COVID-19 deteted in Uruguay the government started announing

di�erent sanitary and eonomi measures. In this paper we fous on three measures. The

�rst two measures (announed on Marh 24) reinfore existing ash transfer programs: a 50%

inrease in the ash transfer orresponding to the TUS Program, and a 50% inrease in the

ash transfer orresponding to the AFAM-PE, both desribed in Setion 2. Note that these

inreases do not overlap: households already reeiving TUS are not entitled to the additional

AFAM-PE funds.

25

The third measure, announed on April 1, onsisted in the distribution

of 100,000 baskets of �rst-neessity goods (rie, ooking oil, et; valued in 1,200 Uruguayan

Pesos, about 28 USD), targeted to informal workers not overed by other government programs

(mainly TUS and AFAM-PE).

26

Though the initial announement referred to a baskets of

goods, the government later on implemented a system based on a smartphone app, allowing

hosen bene�iaries to spend up to 1,200 Uruguayan pesos in seleted supermarkets and other

stores. We were not able to simulate a small fourth poliy, a transfer of 6,800 Uruguayan Pesos

(about 154 USD) to bene�iaries of the existing program `MIDES monotributistas' (loosely

translated from spanish as `�at-rate ontributers') that overs about 10,000 individuals, as we

were unable to identify bene�iaries in the ECH.

27

We ontemplate the potential impat of this

23

See https://trabajo.ladiaria.om.uy/artiulo/2020/5/diretor-del-bps-preoupado-por-el-futuro-de-los-

trabajadores-despues-de-los-uatro-meses-de-seguro-de-paro-por-suspension/

24

Informal onversation with BPS sta� indiates that the pre-pandemi aeptane rate hovered around 80%.

25

Spei�ally, the government announed a doubling of the transfers, for one time only, to be paid in two

monthly installments. This in pratie is equivalent to a 50% raise in a given month).

26

Individuals reeiving other soures of transfers, as unemployment bene�ts, disability pensions and other

types of pensions are also not eligible.

27

This is a small program that aims to inrease formality among poor and vulnerable workers and self-

employed individuals. The expenditures needed to enter formality are too steep in some ases, and the

monotributista program allows individuals to aess the bene�ts of soial seurity with initially lower (�at-

rate) ontributions that progressively inrease month after month until the individual fully omplies with the
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small poliy later on when analyzing our results.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Measuring poverty

In this paper, poverty is measured with the monetary approah, with the same methodology

used by the National Statistis Institute (INE), whih is based on absolute poverty lines as in

most Latin Amerian ountries. Thus, a household is onsidered poor, if the urrent inome

28

of the household is lower than the poverty line for that household (whih takes into aount a

basi food basket, a non-food basket and the number of household members). Poor people are

hene those who belong to a poor household (INE, 2020).

Therefore, the poverty line depends on the geographi loation of the household (as the

prie level di�ers e.g. between the apital ity and the rest of the ountry) and its number

of members. As an example, the poverty line for a three-member household in the apital

ity (Montevideo), updated to Marh 2020, is of 38,933 Uruguayan Pesos (about 883 USD).

Household inome inludes all inome reeived: formal and informal labor, all government

transfers in money and in kind, and all other inome (e.g. non-labor) in ash or kind. Following

this methodology and the estimates published by INE, 8.8% of people lived in households below

the poverty line in 2019. Sine 2014, poverty has remained relatively stable and below 10%,

after a sharp drop from 32.5% in 2006.

3.2.2 Predition of the present or nowasting

This simulation exerise is framed in the tehniques of `predition of the present' or nowasting.

Within these methodologies, the aim is to estimate the value of key eonomi variables in the

present, near future or even very reent past (see for example Ba«bura et al. (2013), or Clements

and Hendry (2011)). These tehniques are applied when o�ial estimates are available after a

required ontributions.

28

Current inome inludes imputed rent. This is an approximation of the market value of the rent that the

household should have to pay if the dwelling was not owned by a member, and is ounted as household inome.
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ertain amount of time has passed after the phenomenon, but when some explanatory variables

are measured more regularly, suh that it is possible to estimate the likely evolution of key

variable. These tehniques have been used, for example, to estimate the real-time evolution of

GDP (as the o�ial estimates for eah quarter are generally published a few months later) or

poverty rates (Aguilar et al., 2019). In the ase Uruguay, the poverty estimates from INE and

the mirodata of the Household Survey (neessary to independently ompute poverty) are both

published the following year. For example, poverty rates for 2019 were published on Marh 31,

2020 (INE, 2020), and 2019 mirodata was made available on April 1.

In the ontext of the urrent risis, it is learly not onvenient to wait until 2021 to have

preise estimates of the evolution of ontemporary poverty. The foreasted ontration of the

eonomy will for sure a�et mainly or to a greater extent various low-inome and vulnerable

individuals (ECLAC, 2020a), urrently being targeted by the government's new measures. In

order to assess the adequay of these measures, it is neessary to have estimates that, although

imperfet, are able to quantify in real time the evolution of poverty as well as the (likely) impat

of the government's measures.

29

We de�ne the inome of eah earner before the COVID-19 shok (2019 values updated to

Marh 2020) as Ybefore. We onsider three possible hanges: (i) a formal inome shok (Sformal),

whih inludes both the loss of inome assoiated with unemployment and the transfer from

unemployment bene�ts; (ii) a shok to informal and self-employed workers' inome (Sinformal);

(iii) inreases in transfers (Stransfers) due to the new poliies. Then, Yafter aptures the impat

of the risis and the mitigation measures, as de�ned in Equation 1:

Yafter = Ybefore − Sformal − Sinformal + Stransfers (1)

Then, we use our simulated inome for eah individual (Yafter) to realulate household

inome (for all households) and re-ompute the poverty rate. We aknowledge that this ap-

proah is mehanial, stati, and of partial equilibrium. This means that it does not take into

29

For poverty estimates for Uruguay based only on hanges in formal employment and the e�et of unem-

ployment bene�ts, see Bai et al. (2020).
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aount individuals' potential behavioral responses (e.g. hanges in their eonomi deisions

due to shoks or poliies), that it does not inorporate impats derived from the temporary

aumulation of the e�ets of the shok, and that it does not take into aount the e�et of

shoks or poliies through hanges in other markets or setors of ativity (general equilibrium

e�ets). But, by estimating poverty on April, we are apturing a very short-run e�et in whih

behavioral hanges or general equilibrium e�ets are unlikely to happen or to be large. More-

over, our approah has the advantage of being simple to implement and to obtain results for

short-term analysis, suh as the one presented here (Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2006).

4 Simulated senarios

We simulate 21 senarios, based on three di�erent assumptions on the shok on formal workers

and seven on the shok on informal and self-employed workers. Newly implemented ash-

transfers are simulated under a single assumption. We present in detail only our entral se-

nario, whih we believe is the most likely, though we also desribe and inlude results for

di�erent ombinations of other senarios, to hek results' robustness.

4.1 Simulating shoks over formal workers

We start from the information on the number of formal workers that applied for unemployment

bene�ts on three di�erent shemes, between Marh 1 and April 19 (143,944 individuals), as

reported in Table A.1 in the Appendix.

30

Based on this, our exerise onsists of simulating on

ECH the loss of inome from unemployment and the gain of unemployment bene�ts for this

number of individuals, among all eligible workers. That is, we need to hoose a subset of eligible

workers within industries that mathes the atual number of laid o�, suspended and redued

workers.

30

By formal workers we refer to dependent workers, that is, employed by a �rm. Self-employed workers may

be formal in the sense of make the appropriate ontributions to the soial seurity system but di�erent rules

apply to them (e.g. they are not eligible for unemployment bene�ts). Whenever we refer to formal workers we

are thus fousing on workers in a relation of dependeny (employees).
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Note that eligibility rules for unemployment bene�ts are omplex, vary by sheme, and

hanged in the period.

31

In a nutshell, the main requirement for monthly paid workers is

having had a formal job for at least 180 days (not neessarily onseutively or on the same

job); laborers on daily ontrats must have worked 150 days but ontributed for at least 180

days (again, not neessarily onseutively or on the same job), while piee-rate workers need

both a minimum of 180 days in a formal job and a minimum level of earnings. More omplex

rules applies for workers in the �shing and rural setors, or domesti workers (housemaids).

Moreover on Marh 18 the government relaxed some riteria (mainly, those who already had

reeived unemployment bene�ts in the last 12 months are not eligible, and this restrition was

lifted). In pratie, the ECH does not allow to aurately asses the eligibility of eah worker

(e.g. it does not reord formal days of work in previous job spells, nor distinguishes between

monthly paid workers and day laborers, among others). We fous on the main requirement for

all shemes (minimum of 180 days in a formal job) and de�ne eligible workers as those that have

been working in their urrent job for 6 months or longer. Hene our pool of eligible workers

underestimates the true pool of formal workers that ould reeive unemployment bene�ts.

The methodologial hallenge is how to hoose whih eligible workers to shok. To do so,

we start from international and loal evidene that shows that the probability of being a�eted

(losing their job or part of their inome) rises with the di�ulty of performing their jobs from

home and/or without diret ontat with other people, whih implies that the most a�eted

are usually of lower inome.

32

We then use an eonometri model to estimate the probability

of being a�eted by the pandemi based on the two variables measuring the ability of workers

to arry out their tasks from home or without proximity to others.

33

Appendix A.3 presents

details of the eonometri model and regression results. Under various assumptions, the model

estimates the probability of being a�eted (e.g. of an eligible formal worker being laid o�,

31

See the o�ial website of BPS, https://www.bps.gub.uy/4802/subsidio-por-desempleo.html.

32

For the ase of Uruguay, this is preisely the onlusion in Guntin (2020) and Caporale et al. (2020). For

other ountries, similar onlusions feature in the work of Aemoglu and Autor (2011), Kaplan et al. (2020),

Leibovii et al. (2020), Dingel and Neiman (2020), Mongey and Weinberg (2020), and Gottlieb et al. (2020).

33

Guntin (2020) and Caporale et al. (2020) reently used this information to estimate how many and what

types of workers would be most a�eted in a quarantine senario in Uruguay.
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redued or suspended). The model displays a pseudo-R2
statisti lose to 20%. Based on this,

in our entral senario for formal workers, 80% of the shok is assigned randomly, and 20% of

the shok is assigned based on the probability of being a�eted predited by the model.

34

Alternatively, we use two other riteria to alloate the negative shok aross eligible

formal workers. First, we assign the entire shok randomly (random senario). Clearly this

is unrealisti and potentially optimisti if unemployment is higher among low-inome workers

with greater di�ulties in working from home or without ontat with others, as the literature

suggests. However, we inlude it as a benhmark `optimisti ase' for omparison with other

senarios. Seond, we assign 50% of the shok randomly and the remaining 50% in asending

order based on a rude measure of the probability of being a�eted, unrelated to the eonometri

model (what we all the 50%-50% senario).

35

In eah senario, formal workers that reeive unemployment bene�ts for `suspensions'

or `full layo�s' lose all labor earnings from their main oupation, and reeive a transfer or-

responding to 66% or 50% of their lost inome respetively, as per the o�ial regulations.

36

As the o�ial regulations are hard to implement with ECH data, we made the following as-

sumptions. First, the unemployment bene�t should be alulated as an average of total labor

earnings for the last six months (not available in the ECH). We then assigned bene�ts based on

the reported value for the surveyed month. Seond, we applied bene�ts aps.

37

Finally, note

that unemployment bene�ts amount to 66% the �rst month but falls later on; as we simulate

the e�et on one month only, we used 66%. Also, in all ases we augmented the bene�ts by

34

For example, if the data indiates that 10 eligible formal workers were laid o� and applied for unemployment

bene�ts in an industry that employs 100 workers in total, using ECH data we lay o� 8 eligible workers randomly,

and lay o� another 2 eligible ones based on the probability predited by the model.

35

We take the minimum of the two variables measuring the feasibility of working from home and without

proximity to others. We then hoose the remaining 50% eligible workers in asending order based on this

minimum. For example, if a worker performs tasks evaluated as 3 (out of 5) on the sale of proximity but 1

on the sale of easiness of remote work, we assign her a 1. Then, we selet 50% of the eligible workers starting

from the lowest values until ompleting the remaining number of a�eted workers.

36

On April 14th government augmented the unemployment bene�t for the ase of `suspensions' to 75%, but

it did not announe the starting date of the raise. We kept the initial 50% bene�t but in Table A.2 in the

Appendix we report all results with the 75% subsidy for the `suspension' sheme, whih shows little variation

in the results.

37

There is a minimum bene�t of 5,574.33 Uruguayan Pesos (about 127 USD) for `full layo�s' and `suspensions'.

There are also upper bounds ofv61,329.58 Uruguayan Pesos (1,418 USD) for `full layo�s' for the �rst month,

and of 44,606.60 Uruguayan pesos (1,031 USD) for `suspensions'.
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20% if the appliant is part of a`onstituted household' (loose translation of `hogar onstituido'

in spanish. These inlude individuals married or ohabiting with a partner, and/or households

with hildren below 21 years old, or disabled members).

38

For `redued' formal workers, we

assume that they keep half of their earnings from their main oupation, lose the other half,

and reeive a subsidy of 25% of their lost inome.

39

Note that the simulation of the shok on formal workers is a lower bound estimate of the

true di�ulties faed by them. Undoubtedly some formal workers experiened inome or job

losses, but did not apply for unemployment bene�ts.

40

4.2 Simulating shoks over informal and self-employed workers

Unlike the ase of formal workers, there is no publi information available on the number of

informal workers who have lost their job or part of their inome due to the ontration in

ativity levels, nor on self-employed workers who probably have experiened inome losses.

41

Note that, by de�nition, informal workers annot apply for unemployment bene�ts, while the

self-employed (even when making the appropriate ontributions to the soial seurity system,

that is, are formalized) are tehnially (miro) �rm owners and are also left out of unemployment

bene�ts. Then, in the ase of informal and self-employed workers we deploy three di�erent ways

of estimating the size of the shok, and four ways of distributing the shok among workers,

totaling seven di�erent senarios. Again, we present our entral senario in detail, but inlude

the others in the results.

38

Note that `full layo�' unemployment bene�ts overs 66% of lost inome for the �rst month and falls to

40% in the sixth month, so that in subsequent months the negative e�ets of the risis for these workers will

grow. Fortunately, `full layo�s' represent only 7.1% of total appliations to unemployment bene�ts.

39

E.g., they work 20hs instead of 40hs a week, and reeive a subsidy equal to 10hs a week.

40

An opinion survey onduted by the pollster �rm Equipos (Equipos Consultores, 2020), found that more

up 66% of self-employed and business owners redued their working hours and/or lost inome.

41

Still, reall that Equipos Consultores (2020) found that 66% of self-employed and business owners experi-

ened a loss in inome.
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4.2.1 Estimating the size of the shok based on the labor inome's share in GDP

and the negative shok to GDP

Our method starts with estimating the mass of informal and self-employed workers' labor in-

ome that should be lost due to the risis, based on the share of GDP's ontration a�eting

them. To do so, we translate an annual estimated shok to GDP, measured from a maroeo-

nomi perspetive, to a monthly shok on informal and self-employed workers' labor inomes,

aptured in survey miro-data. This approah is presented in Equation 2.

Linformal + Lselfemployed = Shock2020 × ShApril × Shlabor × Shsurvey/GDP − Lformal (2)

The left hand side of the equation represents the mass of labor inome that should be lost

due to the risis: Linformal and Lselfemployed represents the sum of informal and self-employed

workers' labor inome that should be lost, respetively. On the right hand side of the equation,

Shock2020 represents GDP's estimated ontration (in Uruguayan pesos), ShApril is the share

of the ontration ourring in April, and Shlabor is the share of GDP orresponding to labor

inome. Hene, Shock2020 × ShApril × Shlabor represents the ontration in all labor inome

that should be experiened by the eonomy in April, onsistent with a given GDP ontration.

Shsurvey/GDP adjusts this mass by the fration of that maroeonomi inome mass atually

aptured by the household survey miro-data, and Lformal represents the sum of lost inome

already experiened by formal workers as estimated in Setion 4.2. Hene the right hand side

of the equation represents the mass of labor inome that informal and self-employed individuals

should lose in the ECH after aounting for the shok in the formal setor and measurement

problems of ECH. Equation 2 is important sine it not only allows us to estimate the overall

e�et on informal and self-employed workers, but also beause is represents the bridge between

maro- and miro-eonomi estimates of the impat of the risis, and ensures miro-maro

onsisteny of our exerise.

Shock2020 is based on 2019's GDP ombined with the estimated perentage ontration

in 2020, taken from international agenies as ECLAC, the World Bank or the IMF, but it is
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essentially the main exogenous input. Our assumption for Shapril is that 35% of the negative

eonomi shok estimated for all of 2020 ours during April, to the extent that the physial

distane measures were applied throughout the month (this perentage is based on estimates

in CINVE (2020)). Estimations of Shlabor, that inludes both wages and other labor inome

(also aounting for the share of mixed inome that is losest to labor inome) is estimated at

60%, based on (De Rosa et al., 2018), sine Uruguay's National Aounts do not report this

information.

42

Finally, Shsurvey/GDP is diretly omputed from the data and equals 57%.

Estimating the right hand side of the equation we obtain Linformal +Lselfemployed, and we

distribute this mass of losses as follows. First, if seleted, eah informal or self-employed worker

loses a share of her labor earnings equal to the predited probability of being a�eted (from

the eonometri model).

43

Seond, we randomly hoose informal and self-employed workers

until the aumulated lost labor earnings reah 80% of the total lost labor earnings estimated

in Equation 2 (Linformal + Lselfemployed). Third, we hoose among remaining informal and self-

employed workers based on the probability of being a�eted (in an analogous way to the method

used for the entral senario for formal workers) until ompleting the remaining 20% of the

total labor earnings to be lost. This methodology onstitutes our entral senario for informal

and self-employed workers.

Still, we onsider four other methods to alloate the mass of lost labor earnings aross

informal and self-employed individuals:

In senario A.1, the share of labor earnings lost by eah informal and self-employed worker

(if hosen) is assigned randomly, using a uniform distribution (0% to 100%).

44

Then, we selet

among informal and self-employed workers randomly until the aumulated total lost labor

earnings mathes our estimation from Equation 2.

42

This implies the assumption that the risis does not a�et the funtional distribution of the eonomy, whih

is unlikely to be the ase given historial experiene (De Rosa et al., 2018) and the short-run nature of our

exerise. Again, we are taking an optimisti stand on this assumption to make sure we are not overestimating

poverty inreases.

43

If the probability is 90%, she will lose 90% of her inome, if seleted in the simulation.

44

Eah worker is assigned a potential inome loss: 1% would lose 1% of their labor inome, another 1% would

lose 2% of their inome, and so on and so forth. Only 1% of the workers loses 50% of their inome (akin to a

`redution' sheme), and only 1% of the workers loses 100% of their inome (akin to `full layo�' or `suspension').
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In senario A.2, the share of labor earnings lost by eah informal and self-employed worker

(if hosen) is equal to the predited probability of being a�eted (from the eonometri model).

Then, we selet among informal and self-employed workers randomly until the aumulated

total lost labor earnings mathes our estimation from Equation 2.

In senario A.3, the share of labor earnings potentially lost by eah informal and self-

employed worker omes from the uniform distribution. Then, we randomly selet informal

and self-employed workers until we aumulate 50% of the overall labor earnings to be lost

aording to our estimates from Equation 2. We hoose among remaining informal and self-

employed workers in asending order based on a ruder measure of the probability of being

a�eted by the pandemi, until aumulating the remaining 50% of our estimated total lost

labor earnings.

45

In senario A.4, the amount lost by eah informal and self-employed worker omes from

the estimated probability of being a�eted (from the eonometri model). Then, we randomly

selet informal and self-employed workers until we aumulate 50% of the overall earning losses

estimated. We then hoose among remaining informal and self-employed workers in asending

order based on a ruder measure of the probability of being a�eted (as in senario A.3) until

aumulating the remaining 50% of total lost earnings estimated in Equation 2.

4.2.2 Estimating the size of the shok based on the probability of being a�eted

by the pandemi

The ability of senarios A.1 to A.4 and our entral senario to estimate the true situation

of informal and self-employed workers hinges on the partiipation of labor earnings on GDP

and on the estimated negative shok to GDP growth. To avoid relying only on senarios that

depend on these maroeonomi assumptions, we ompute two other senarios with di�erent

methodologies.

In senario B, we rely exlusively on the estimated probability of being a�eted by the

45

This omes from the minimum of the two variables measuring the feasibility of working from home and

without proximity to others. See footnote 35.
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pandemi stemming from the eonometri model. The model is run using data for eligible

formal workers, and we use regression results to predit the probability of being a�eted for

all informal and self-employed workers. We then use these probabilities to draw a sub-sample

of a�eted informal and self-employed workers.

46

Then, for eah seleted informal and self-

employed worker we subtrat a share of their labor earnings equal to the estimated probability

of being a�eted.

47

This is the most pessimisti senario, as it predits the largest number

of a�eted individuals. But, it has the advantage of neutralizing potential problems of using

the partiipation of labor earnings on GDP and on relying on spei� assumptions of GDP

ontrations as starting points. Still, as it is based on a simple eonometri model (with a

pseudo-R2
of almost 20%), we present these results mostly as robustness heks.

4.2.3 Estimating the size of the shok based on the relationship between formal

and informal/self employed workers in eah setor

Finally, Senario C is the least sophistiated, and is based on the share of formal and informal

and self-employed workers observed in eah of the eleven a�eted setors.

48

. In a way, it is a

rude approximation to a `prodution funtion' approah.

First, based on the ECH, we alulate the share of informal and self-employed workers

in eah of the a�eted eleven industries. Seond, we assume that the relationship between

formal and informal and self-employed workers within eah industry is onstant, and holds

even for layo�s, suspensions and redutions. That is, if 25% of workers in a given industry are

informal or self-employed, and 3 formal workers have been laid o�, suspended or redued, one

informal or self-employed worker must be laid o�, suspended or redued as well, respetively.

In abstrat terms, we use the strutural distribution of workers between formal and informal

and self-employed within eah industry to estimate the number of informal and self-employed

46

Suppose three informal workers, with estimated probabilities of being a�eted by the pandemi of 10%,

50% and 90%, respetively. In eah ase we `toss a oin' with probabilities 10%, 50% and 90% of a `being

a�eted' outome.

47

In the previous example, workers would lose 10%, 50% and 90% of their labor earnings.

48

An a�eted setor is one for whih we know formal workers have been laid o�, suspended or redued and

have applied to unemployment bene�ts, as seen in Table A.1 in the Appendix
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workers that should be laid o�, suspended or redued (and apply to unemployment bene�ts, if

they ould).

49

Then, after omputing the number of informal and self-employed workers that

should be a�eted within eah industry, we assign this number randomly within industry in the

ECH. Those assigned as `suspended' or `fully laid o�' lose 100% of their inome (lose their job),

and those assigned as `redued' lose 50% of their inome. They do not reeive unemployment

bene�ts.

This is an unlikely senario as it assumes that the shok to informal and self-employed

workers onentrates only in eleven industries, and also assumes random assignment of the

shok aross workers within industries (when we know low-inome workers are more likely to

be a�eted). Then, it is the most optimisti, as it generates the fewest number of a�eted

informal and self-employed workers. Still, we present these results mostly as robustness heks.

4.3 Simulating new ash transfers by the government

We fous on three main new poliies implemented by the government. First, a 50% inrease

in the ash transfer orresponding to TUS and AFAM-PE programs, to all the individu-

als/households that delare reeiving this transfers in the ECH.

50

Seond, we simulate the

ash transfer of 1,200 Uruguayan pesos to 100,000 informal and self-employed workers not

overed by any other program (mainly TUS and AFAM-PE).

51

Note that there are 321,149

eligible individuals for these additional transfers, limited in priniple to 100,000 bene�iaries.

We simulate an optimisti senario, and hoose bene�iaries based on their inome under a

perfet foalization assumption. In other words, we assigned 100,000 transfers starting from

the poorest individual, upwards. This implies that our senarios that inorporate the e�et of

government poliies are `upper bounds', as they assume that the government has the apaity

to target these 100,000 transfers to those most in need.

49

Informal and self-employed workers do not have aess to the same unemployment bene�t shemes than

formal workers do. Still, we estimate the number of informal and self-employed workers a�eted by type of

sheme in order to have a guideline on the size of the shok.

50

If the household reeives both transfers, we inrease the value of TUS only, as the new poliy expliitly

avoids dupliation.

51

Individuals reeiving other transfers, as unemployment bene�ts, disability pensions and other types of

pensions are also not eligible.
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5 Results

In this setion we �rst present our estimates of poverty rates for April 2020, with and without

the e�et of the three main government poliies. Seond, we estimate the ost and e�et on

poverty of two di�erent, alternative poliies.

5.1 Poverty rates by senario: with and without government poliies

Table 1 below shows the predited poverty rate for the 21 senarios onsidered. An additional

senario, with no shok to informal and self-employed workers is also inluded, to failitate

omparisons. Table 2 omputes the number of additional individuals under the poverty line in

eah ase.

52

The baseline poverty rate is 8.5%.

53

Our entral senario (in dark green) implies an inrease of approximately 3.2 points in

the poverty rate, from 8.5% to 11.7%. This represents about 110,037 additional people below

the poverty line.

54

Note that the four alternative ways of simulating the shok on informal

and self-employed workers based on the partiipation of labor earnings on GDP and the GDP

shok (senarios A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, in light green in olumn 4) display very similar results,

with poverty rates from 11.4% to 12.5% (99,531 to 138,373 individuals). This indiates that

our results do not strongly depend on the assumptions hosen and, therefore, provide greater

reliability to the onlusions. Likewise, given our preferred way of simulating the shok on

informal and self-employed workers (Central row), hanges in the way of estimating the shok

on formal workers (in light green in olumns 1, 2, 4 and 5) also do not generate signi�ant

hanges in the results either (poverty rates are stable around 11.5%).

52

Eah senario depends to a ertain extent on a random omponent. Thus, we repeat eah estimation 200

times to establish 95% on�dene intervals, presented in Appendix A.2. In all ases the on�dene intervals

are small; for example, the 95% on�dene interval for our entral senario implies a +/- 0,02 perentage point

variation.

53

This �gure is slightly lower than the o�ial poverty line omputed by INE for 2019 (of 8.8%). This responds

to a realulation of the atual ash transfers reeived by households from the AFAM-PE program, whih are

not properly omputed in the ECH.

54

Figure A.2 shows that suh a steep inrease in poverty rates has not been seen sine the 2002 risis.
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Table 1: Poverty rates in April 2020 by senario, with and without new government poliies.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 9.4% 8.7% 9.6% 8.8% 9.4% 8.7%

A.1 11.8% 11.1% 12.1% 11.4% 11.8% 11.1%

A.2 12.0% 11.3% 12.4% 11.6% 12.0% 11.3%

Central 12.1% 11.3% 12.4% 11.7% 12.1% 11.4%

A.3 12.4% 11.7% 12.8% 12.0% 12.4% 11.7%

A.4 12.9% 12.1% 13.2% 12.5% 12.9% 12.1%

B 15.1% 14.5% 15.3% 14.6% 15.2% 14.5%

C 11.2% 10.5% 11.4% 10.6% 11.2% 10.5%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results results from 200 simulations; 95% on�dene

intervals are reported in table A.3 in the Appendix.

More generally, results are similar within a row aross olumns (varying the estimating

proedure for the shok on formal workers). Nevertheless, for eah method used to estimate

the shok on formal workers (within olumns), we do observe di�erenes between the blok of

estimates based on the share of labor earnings on GDP and the size of GDP shok (senarios

A.1 to A.4 and our entral senario), and the other two methodologies (senarios B and C).

In partiular, senario B presents `upper bound' estimates, with the largest number of a�eted

informal and self-employed workers. These results arise diretly and exlusively from applying

the eonometri model that estimates the probability of being a�eted by the pandemi. The

poverty rate in this senario, even after aounting for new government poliies, is very lose to

14.5% (onsistent with GDP ontration beyond the -3.5% of our entral senario). In ontrast,

senario C presents`lower bound' estimates, with the fewest number of a�eted informal and

self-employed workers. In this ase only informal and self-employed workers in eleven industries

are a�eted (an unreasonable assumption). Note that even in the most optimisti (and unreal)
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senario and after aounting for new government poliies, poverty rates still reah around

10.5%, representing at least 68,713 new individuals below the poverty line.

Our results show that the e�etiveness of the new government poliies vary by senario.

In our entral senario, the new poliies redue poverty by approximately 19.3%: in the absene

of the poliies, an additional 26,243 people would have fallen below the poverty line. Reall that

unemployment bene�ts and pre-existing transfers (e.g. the regular ash transfers orresponding

to TUS and AFAM-PE) are already onsidered in the simulation in households' inome in the

`without poliies' ase. In other words, we are quantifying the additional e�et of the three

main new government poliies. We �nd that these poliies represent an average transfer of

about 1,622 Uruguayan Pesos (38 USD) per reeiving household (about 400 Uruguayan Pesos

per person, 9 USD). This amounts to only 4% of the targeted households' inome, hene the

moderate impat on poverty rates should be unsurprising.

Table 2: Number of additional individuals below the poverty line in April 2020 by senario,

with and without new government poliies.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 30,102 4,645 36,654 9,964 30,330 4,894

A.1 114,912 89,002 126,623 99,531 115,649 89,645

A.2 123,209 98,180 136,001 109,728 123,831 98,856

Central 123,999 98,895 136,280 110,037 124,366 99,461

A.3 135,509 109,940 149,772 123,108 135,852 110,252

A.4 152,190 126,837 164,934 138,373 152,290 127,010

B 232,607 209,449 239,325 214,598 233,039 209,878

C 93,756 68,713 100,192 73,826 94,059 69,035

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 200 simulations;

95% on�dene intervals are reported in table A.4 in the Appendix.

The only ase in whih the new poliies neutralize more than 70% of the poverty inrease
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is under the assumption of no shok for informal or self-employed workers (�rst row). Of ourse,

this senario is unrealisti: informal and self-employed workers are a�eted and, in fat, this is

the main reason advoated by the government to enat the three new poliies in the �rst plae.

Still, although the poverty rate hardly inreases in this �rst row when poliies are applied, this

hides an important hange in the omposition of individuals below the poverty line. While

a group of formal workers falls into poverty, the new poliies (whih aim mainly at informal

and self-employed workers unovered by other programs) lifts a almost equally sized group of

individuals above the poverty line. This small hange in net poverty rates involves many for-

mal workers falling below the poverty line and many informal ones raising above it. Besides,

although the anellation e�et is blurred when the shok over informal and self-employed

workers is inorporated in other senarios, the hange in the omposition of poverty persists.

Figure 3: Poverty rates in the entral senario, by GDP shok

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Point esti-

mates orrespond to 200 simulations for the entral senario. The gray area

represents the 95% on�dene interval.

Reall that our entral senario estimates the new poverty rate based on an assumed (-

3.5%) shok to GDP. As a robustness hek, we repeat the exerise for this senario onsidering
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ontrations from -2.7% (World Bank, 2020) to -4% (ECLAC, 2020b). Results in Figure 3 show

that the poverty rate inreases with the assumed eonomi shok: eah additional -0.1% GDP

shok inreases the estimated poverty rate by approximately 0.21 perentage points.

55

5.2 Cash transfers required to avoid poverty inreases

The previous subsetion showed that the new poliies are insu�ient to prevent the inrease in

poverty, espeially for informal and self-employed workers.

56

In this subsetion we estimate the

resoures needed to fully avoid the negative e�ets of the pandemi. Conretely, we alulate

the additional amount of resoures that eah a�eted individual in our simulation must reeive

to keep her household exatly above the poverty line.

57

It is important to larify that here we estimate the total amount of resoures needed

to prevent the inrease in poverty rates due to the pandemi shok (e.g. preventing only

the a�eted individuals to fall below the poverty line), and implies an assumption of perfet

targeting of funds. Our estimates are not a quanti�ation of the true atual osts of suh

poliy, for two reasons. First, the ost of the poliy exeeds that of the transfers itself due

to administrative ost (and the impossibility of perfet targeting of the poliy). Seond, our

estimations take the households that fell below the poverty line exatly to that inome level,

and not beyond. This poliy would not be advisable in a widespread risis as the urrent one,

as low-inome households (just on the poverty line) would still be highly vulnerable. In other

words, it is important to avoid being too narrow when targeting anti-poverty poliies in suh an

extended risis senario. Even after these aveats, our estimations in Table 3 below illustrate

orders of magnitude of the transfers needed to stop poverty inreases, whih we still think are

informative, as disussed later on.

55

Poverty rises to 9.6%, 10.3% and 12.4% for GDP shoks of -2.7%, -3% and -4%, respetively.

56

Reall that in Table A.2 in the Appendix we use a 75% unemployment subsidy for the `suspension' sheme

and �nd very similar results: poverty in the entral senario falls only by 0.7 perentage points.

57

We set the same individuals that were a�eted by (our simulated) shok above the poverty line. This

di�ers from omputing reduing poverty rates to pre-risis levels through transfers to any individual (a�eted

or not). Results for this alternative ase are available upon request; we �nd that about 5.6 million USD are

needed to revert the entral senario to pre-pandemi levels.
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Table 3: Transfers needed to take the a�eted individuals just above the poverty line.

Shok to formal workers

Uruguayan Pesos (millions) US Dollars (millions)

Random Central 50%-50% Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

A.1 889 924 890 20.5 21.3 20.6

A.2 934 976 938 21.6 22.5 21.7

Central 939 979 939 21.7 22.6 21.7

A.3 979 1,025 980 22.6 23.7 22.6

A.4 1,071 1,109 1,071 24.7 25.6 24.7

B 1,460 1,473 1,461 33.7 34.0 33.7

C 812 824 813 18.7 19.0 18.8

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 200 simulations;

95% on�dene intervals are reported in table A.5. Our estimates report the transfers needed to

push bak the same individuals a�eted by the risis exatly above the poverty line. Uruguayan

Pesos to USD exhange rate set to 43,3

Results show the total amount of transfers needed to avoid poverty inreases in eah

senario after aounting for the new poliies. In our entral senario avoiding poverty inreases

osts about 22.6 million USD (per month), and total osts range between 21.3 to 25.6 million

USD a month in senarios A.1 to A.4. This is equivalent to about 0.44% of Uruguays' 2019

annual GDP. The lower bound is 19 million USD (senario C) and the upper bound is 34

million USD (senario B), though reall these are extremely optimisti and pessimisti ases

respetively. Although we understand the limitations of this exerise, these estimates are useful

as they show that it is possible to greatly redue the e�ets of the pandemi on poverty. In

fat, our estimates indiate non-prohibitive amounts of resoures, that are ahievable by publi

poliy, even in the ase of a budget-onstrained developing ountry as Uruguay.

58

58

Reall that Uruguay ounts with an investment grade quali�ation and about 1.800 million USD of on-

tingent redit lines with multilateral redit institutions yet to be used (Ministerio de Eonomía y Finanzas ,

2020).
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Under the assumption of perfet targeting, approximately 22.6 additional million USD

a month are needed to neutralize the inrease the poverty rate. This exerise, with a stritly

illustrative objetive, is however related to poliies that ould atually be easily implemented.

For instane, De Rosa et al. (2020) propose a full doubling of the TUS and AFAM-PE transfers,

whih imply an additional expenditure of about 400 million Uruguayan pesos per month (barely

below 10 million USD).

59

We simulate this poliy in Table 4 and �nd a redution in the inrease

in poverty rates for our entral senario of 1.3 perentage points (falling from 11.7% to 10.4%),

utting poverty inreases almost by half. This implies about 43,543 less individuals under the

poverty line. More importantly, Table 4 shows the potential impat of an immediate expansion

of existing transfers on poverty. Implementing this poliy has minimal administrative and

logistial osts (as the government already has information on bene�iaries), whih illustrates

the entral importane of these estimates, partiularly in the urrent ontext.

Table 4: Poverty rates in April 2020, by senario. Poliies based on De Rosa et al. (2020).

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 9.4% 7.4% 9.6% 7.5% 9.4% 7.4%

A.1 11.8% 9.8% 12.1% 10.1% 11.8% 9.8%

A.2 12.0% 10.1% 12.4% 10.4% 12.0% 10.1%

Central 12.1% 10.1% 12.4% 10.4% 12.1% 10.1%

A.3 12.4% 10.4% 12.8% 10.8% 12.4% 10.4%

A.4 12.9% 10.9% 13.2% 11.2% 12.8% 10.9%

B 15.1% 13.3% 15.3% 13.4% 15.2% 13.3%

C 11.2% 9.2% 11.4% 9.4% 11.2% 9.2%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 200 simulations;

95% on�dene intervals are reported in table A.6.

59

This proposal does allow overlapping of transfers: households that reeive both TUS and AFAM-PE see a

100% inrease in both. It also allows households reeiving other transfers (as pensions) to be bene�iaries.
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Finally, reall that all senarios omit the transfer of 6,800 Uruguayan Pesos (about 154

USD) to MIDES monotributistas (about 10,000 bene�iaries aording to the government).

Though it was impossible to identify potential bene�iaries in the ECH, this omission should

not have a large e�et on our estimations. First, the total monthly transfer rises to 68 million

Uruguayan pesos, whih represents approximately 6.8% of our monthly estimate of one billion

pesos in the entral senario; it should have little impat on the poverty rate. Seond, even

under the strong assumption that eah monotributista integrates a household of three people,

and that the transfer in all ases lifts the whole household above the poverty line, this optimisti

and upper-bound senario implies about 30 thousand fewer people below the poverty line,

whih yields a poverty rate still above 10.8% (around 80 thousand additional poor individuals).

Furthermore, reall that we simulated the new poliy of 100,000 ash transfers under upper-

bound assumption of perfet targeting of the poliy, so that in any ase, part of the e�et of

omitting the monotributista poliy should be absorbed by this optimisti assumption.

6 Conluding remarks

In this paper we perform miro-simulations to estimate the likely evolution of poverty rates

in real time for the ase of Uruguay, in the fae of the COVID-19 risis. We implement

a methodology suh that our main results are fully onsistent on a miro-maro level with

estimates of the potential ontration of the GDP. Moreover, we propose a spei� methodology

to solve the issue of how to assess the e�et of the shok on informal and self-employed workers,

with is of utmost importane in developing ountries where soial seurity overage tends to be

low. We onsider these two key ontributions of the paper.

Due to the imperfet nature of the data, our estimations should not be taken as preise

measurements. Nevertheless, we onsider a broad set of assumptions and sensitivity analysis,

and onlude that the general diretion and magnitude of the hanges in the number of people

below the poverty line is aurate. To summarize our results, we �nd (i) a rapid inrease of over

36% in poverty rates; (ii) positive but modest ameliorating e�ets of new government poliies
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deployed; (iii) the possibility of greater redutions in poverty rates at low ost (around 0.5% of

the GDP on annual basis).

Although the simulations were performed for the Uruguayan ase, they provide useful

information to assess the impat of the risis on other ountries. That is, another ontribution

of the paper is to add empirial evidene of the growing literature on potential impats of the

pandemi on poverty, of great importane in the ase of developing ountries. Preisely, many

other developing ountries in general and Latin Amerian ountries in partiular share similar

strutural problems suh as high unemployment rates, low long-run growth and per-apita

GDP, high inequality and a large informal setor. Thus, this exerise may provide important

insights for similar ontexts. Besides, we also ontribute with a methodology proposal that

allows a real time evaluation of the short-run poliy responses by the government, and other

alternative poliies proposed as well.

The reent relaxation of the physial and soial distaning measures taking shape in

Uruguay and elsewhere is likely to have a positive e�et on eonomi ativity and thus on

poverty. However, 2020 will be a year of reession and redued eonomi ativity, with a negative

impat on poverty levels as well. In other words, although this paper estimates the poverty

rate in di�erent senarios for April, these estimates are relevant and useful to understand and

antiipate what might happen in the oming months. In partiular, we think that the �rst e�et

of the slow reativation of ativity levels will be the redution in layo�s and a redution in the

deepening of the risis, rather than a quik return to the pre-risis situation.

60

Note also that

a large part of the new poliies have a very limited duration (suh as the inrease in TUS and

AFAM-PE transfers), so a slight reovery in employment and (informal and formal) workers'

inome aompanied by a retration of the palliative measures, an also have perniious results

on poverty. Additionally, the eventuality of an `on/o�' strategy, of entry and exit of the physial

and soial distaning measures depending on the evolution of the spread of COVID-19 aross

60

For instane, the newspaper El Observador reported on May 19 that from May 1 to May 12, there

had been 57.386 new appliations from formal workers for unemployment bene�ts in the three shemes. See

https://www.elobservador.om.uy/nota/seguro-de-paro-parial-se-dispara-en-mayo-y-supera-a-las-ausales

-tradiionales-20205181770
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the ountry, will quikly lead to senarios suh as those estimated in this paper. That is, we

think that our simulations approximate the situation of an `o�' moment and are useful for

potential future situations.

Finally, a entral message of this paper is that the new publi poliies deployed have posi-

tive but insu�ient e�ets, and that inreasing their e�etiveness is within reah, eonomially,

logistially and administratively. This message is valid also for other developing ountries and

is of partiular importane if the future leads us to further restritions of ativity, with new

rounds of negative e�ets on workers. For this reason, we argue that vigorous and sustained

publi poliies are of apital importane and within reah, right now.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional Figures and Tables

Figure A.1: COVID 19

Note. O�ial series by the National Emergeny System of Uruguay

(SINAE, in spanish).

Figure A.2: Poverty rates by quarter. 2002-2019.

Note. Soure: Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE.
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Table A.1: Number of laid o� formal workers that applied for unemployment bene�ts, by

sheme and ativity setor

Setor Number of workers, by sheme

Industry (ISIC

2 digits)

Name Suspension Redution Layo� Total

45, 46 y 47 Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehiles and motoryles 40,143 953 2,194 43,290

10 al 33 Manufaturing 16,554 6,307 1,439 24,300

55 y 56 Aommodation and food servie ativities 19,852 851 1,382 22,085

49 al 53 Transportation and storage 12,369 509 895 13,773

77 al 82 Administrative and support servie ativities 7,690 392 753 8,834

41 to 43 Constrution 4,159 477 2,000 6,636

97 y 98 Ativities of households as employers; undi�erentiated goods-

and servies-produing ativities of households for own use

3,604 1,473 585 5,663

94, 95 y 96 Other servie ativities 4,989 213 348 5,550

85 Eduation 4,599 760 183 5,541

90 al 93 Arts, entertainment and rereation 3,730 712 237 4,679

86, 87 y 88 Human health and soial work ativities 3,041 337 209 3,587

Total 120,730 12,985 10,225 143,940

Note. Own elaboration based on BPS data reported in the press.

Table A.2: Poverty rates in April 2020 by senario. Unemployment bene�ts for `suspension'

sheme set to 75%.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 8.9% 8.2% 8.9% 8.2% 8.9% 8.2%

A.1 11.3% 10.6% 11.5% 10.7% 11.3% 10.5%

A.2 11.5% 10.8% 11.7% 11.0% 11.5% 10.8%

Central 11.5% 10.8% 11.7% 11.0% 11.5% 10.8%

A.3 11.9% 11.1% 12.1% 11.4% 11.9% 11.1%

A.4 12.3% 11.6% 12.5% 11.8% 12.3% 11.6%

B 14.6% 13.9% 14.6% 13.9% 14.6% 13.9%

C 10.7% 10.0% 10.7% 10.0% 10.7% 10.0%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations;

95% on�dene intervals are reported in table A.7.
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A.2 Con�dene intervals

Table A.3: 95% on�dene interval for Table 1

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

With Poli-

ies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 0.08% 0.08% 0.06% 0.06% 0.09% 0.09%

A.1 0.20% 0.21% 0.19% 0.19% 0.20% 0.21%

A.2 0.20% 0.21% 0.19% 0.19% 0.20% 0.20%

Central 0.22% 0.20% 0.17% 0.17% 0.21% 0.22%

A.3 0.20% 0.22% 0.18% 0.18% 0.21% 0.21%

A.4 0.20% 0.20% 0.14% 0.14% 0.21% 0.21%

B 0.15% 0.15% 0.13% 0.14% 0.15% 0.15%

C 0.15% 0.15% 0.13% 0.14% 0.15% 0.15%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations.

Table A.4: 95% on�dene interval for Table 2.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 2,961 2,897 2,185 2,228 3,299 3,275

A.1 6,936 7,518 6,625 6,734 7,186 7,250

A.2 6,860 7,298 6,794 6,523 6,902 6,914

Central 7,589 7,170 6,082 6,103 7,415 7,601

A.3 7,109 7,568 6,166 6,249 7,555 7,461

A.4 7,023 7,167 4,897 4,925 7,530 7,563

B 5,364 5,212 4,524 4,834 5,274 5,445

C 5,357 5,258 4,669 4,754 5,345 5,312

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations.
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Table A.5: 95% on�dene interval for Table 3

Shok to formal workers

Uruguayan Pesos (millions) US Dollars (millions)

Random Central 50%-50% Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

With Poli-

ies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

With

Poliies

A.1 25.9 23.9 23.6 0.6 0.6 0.5

A.2 32.2 26.1 28.7 0.7 0.6 0.7

Central 29.9 27.6 27.4 0.7 0.6 0.6

A.3 29.0 18.2 26.8 0.7 0.4 0.6

A.4 30.2 17.2 28.5 0.7 0.4 0.7

B 20 18 19 0.5 0.4 0.4

C 21 20 20 0.5 0.5 0.5

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations.

Table A.6: 95% on�dene interval for Table 4.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 0.08% 0.07% 0.06% 0.05% 0.08% 0.08%

A.1 0.18% 0.19% 0.17% 0.17% 0.20% 0.20%

A.2 0.21% 0.20% 0.18% 0.19% 0.19% 0.19%

Central 0.21% 0.20% 0.18% 0.18% 0.20% 0.21%

A.3 0.21% 0.20% 0.16% 0.17% 0.22% 0.20%

A.4 0.19% 0.19% 0.11% 0.13% 0.19% 0.20%

B 0.16% 0.15% 0.15% 0.14% 0.16% 0.15%

C 0.14% 0.14% 0.14% 0.14% 0.14% 0.15%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations.
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Table A.7: 95% on�dene interval for Table A.2.

Shok to formal workers

Random Central 50%-50%

Shok to informal / self-

employed workers

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

Without

Poliies

With

Poliies

No shok 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%

A.1 0.08% 0.08% 0.08% 0.09% 0.08% 0.09%

A.2 0.11% 0.11% 0.08% 0.10% 0.09% 0.09%

Central 0.10% 0.10% 0.09% 0.09% 0.10% 0.10%

A.3 0.09% 0.10% 0.08% 0.08% 0.10% 0.10%

A.4 0.09% 0.09% 0.05% 0.05% 0.09% 0.09%

B 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.07%

C 0.07% 0.07% 0.06% 0.07% 0.06% 0.07%

Note. Own elaboration based on ECH mirodata from INE. Results ome from 100 simulations.

A.3 Eonometri model

The eonometri model implemented below estimates the orrelation between the probability

for an eligible formal worker to be laid o�, suspended or redued and apply for unemployment

bene�ts (in any of the three shemes onsidered), and the apaity of that worker to arry out

her work from home and without lose ontat with others. We fous on eligible formal workers,

exluding informal and self-employed workers, business owners and publi setor employees.

This model is estimated based on the information on appliations for unemployment bene�ts

by industry reported in Table 1, and the variables workhome and prox onstruted based on

the O*NET data set merged with ECH information following (Guntin, 2020).

Now, Table A.1 above shows the number of eligible workers that applied for unemployment

bene�ts for eleven ativity setors (ISIC 2 digits). We then alulate the total number of

formal workers (with the exeptions desribed above) eligible for unemployment bene�ts in

eah setor and ompute the proportion of eligible formal workers by industry that applied for

unemployment bene�ts (for all three shemes). That is, we onstrut a measure of the fration

of total eligible workers e�etively applying for unemployment bene�ts (Shares). We then add
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a twelfth setor, omprising all eligible formal workers in all remaining setors (e.g. there were

no laid o� �shermen appliying to unemployment bene�ts in the period), to whom we assign

a Shares = 0. Then, the estimating sample onsists of all the eligible formal workers in the

eonomy. With this sample, we estimate the logit model presented in Equation 3:

Shares = workhomeis + workhome2is + proxis + prox2

is + eis (3)

Here Shares represents the proportion of eligible formal workers in setor s that applied for

unemployment bene�ts, workhome and prox were previously de�ned and measure the apaity

of a worker of onduting her ativities from home and without proximity to others, and are

inluded as linear and quadrati terms. These variables were rede�ned so that 1 represents the

greatest ease of working from home and the least need to work in lose proximity with other

people, and 5 is the opposite in eah ase. eis represents the error term, and the model is

estimated using robust standard errors. A.8 below presents regression results (Column 1).

The results indiate that both variables have the expeted e�et on appliations for un-

employment bene�ts in eah setor: less ability to work from home and greater need to work

in ontat with others are assoiated with a higher proportion of eligible formal workers ap-

plying for bene�ts. Quadrati terms indiate that the positive e�et is dereasing. Note that

the pseudo-R2
statisti is lose to 0.2. Estimates from a probit model for a robustness hek

produed similar results, as we show in Column 2 of Table A.8.

61

Stritly speaking, the dependent variable is not the probability of being a�eted, but

we make the oneptual jump as an assumption. Also, we understand that the dependent

variable is onstant for all workers in the same industry. But, although the same model ould

be estimated using the average of the variables of interest omputed at the industry level, this

involves losing information, sine the same average an arise from di�erent distributions of the

variables within eah industry. For this reason we ran the regression using individual data.

61

We ruled out a linear probability model sine, although it may yield adequate estimates for the average,

we are partiularly interested in prediting the probability of being a�eted, hene the need for a method that

produes preditions bounded between 0 and 1.
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As previously reported, we an then use the logit regression results to predit the probability

of being laid o�, suspended, or redued, for the whole sample (inluding informal and self-

employed workers).

Table A.8: Prediting the probability that eligible formal workers apply for unemployment

bene�ts: probit and logit estimations

Eligible formal worker share applying for unemployment bene�ts

Variables Logit Probit

workhome 10.68*** 5.962***

(0.0530) (0.0302)

workhome2 -2.018*** -1.129***

(0.00980) (0.00559)

prox 7.066*** 4.259***

(0.0602) (0.0315)

prox2
-0.794*** -0.489***

(0.00888) (0.00458)

Constant -26.60*** -15.32***

(0.124) (0.0675)

Observations 872,074 872,074

(pseudo) R2
0.1881 0.1896

Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The dependent variable is the share of eligible formal workers that applied for

unemployment bene�ts, by ativity setor (ISIC 2 digits).
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